First Week Reading Assignment

Professor: Yolanda Patrice Jones
Course: Advanced Legal Research
Semester: Spring 2021

Author(s): Elizabeth Fajans & Mary R. Falk
ISBN-10: 1683282078

Recommended Text: Legal Research in a Nutshell, 13th Edition
Author – Kent C. Olson

Each week we will talk about some of the linked textbook content at https://libguides.law.virginia.edu/nutshell13.

Additional readings may be assigned and/or discussed in class.
Course Management: (The course is transitioning to Canvas but will start with TWEN)
[x] CANVAS
[x] TWEN
Assignment

Start thinking about a possible federal legislative policy paper topic.

In class you will be asked to write a 5-6 sentence argument summary (abstract) on your topic.

Read the Syllabus – It is on TWEN under Advanced Legal Research Seminar - Law 6798 (Spring 2021).